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Project idea form  
Workshop for Priority 3 on 7th of March in Szczecin and / or for Priority 4 on 

14th of March in Rostock  

Name of the project idea: 
Please provide the working name 
of the proposal: 

Maritime Driving Force 

 

Programme objective: 
Please indicate the objective of the 
Programme under which the 
proposal is planned / could be 
submitted 

Improve the quality and environmental  sustainability of 
transport services in the South Baltic area 

 

Increase the share of skilled labour force working in the 
blue and green economy sectors of the South Baltic area 
through joint cross-border actions  

X 

 

Project idea details: 
Please provide details of the 
project idea including the 
following information: 
- The aim and scope of the project 

idea, 

- Main activities, 

- Expected outputs and results of 

the project 

- Expected duration of the project 

 
Harbors has a built-in attractiveness to humans. The water draws 
us. Life and activity draws us. Nature, space and beauty draws us. 
Harbors have the most.  
However, the tendency is new building blocks of flats and blocked 
container areas substitutes the busy activities. The attractive 
elements disappear when the shops disappear and the activities 
around the boats disappear. The beautiful harbor environment 
disappears. Thus, life goes away from the harbors too. 
 
It has some serious consequences both economically, culturally and 
humanly. The harbor as an attractive trading area disappears. 
Interest in maritime culture and maritime employment disappears. 
The attractive harbor environment disappears. 
 
Maritime Driving Force, we will give Holbaek Old Habour the 
driving force it needs for the port to become a unifying 
development project that encompasses tourism, business, culture 
and education. 
 
Maritime Driving Force development activities cover the following 
areas. 
Living skilled handicraft around historic wooden ships will create a 
local anchorage and a strong starting point for the authentic 
development of a lively harbor culture and an active and sailing 
cultural heritage. The associations, business, cultural life, 
educational institutions and the municipality will drive this 
development 
 
Holbaek old port will contribute actively to educating young people 
as well as grown-ups through training and continuing education in 
practical and theoretical subjects. Further, clear dissemination of 
professional skills and exciting employment opportunities in the 
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maritime area will contribute to attracting more young people to 
practical education. 
 
The harbor will become a magnet for tourism. The charm and 
diversity, as well as nature and the many recreational opportunities 
of the harbor will draw citizens and tourists. In addition to creating 
a focal point for tourism based on joy and experiences, a living 
harbor will be a major asset to the city's commercial life. 
 
Holbæk's old port must be an active harbor where old crafts still 
live, breathes and evolves. The port will create a breeding ground 
for new boat builders and related professions, which on the 
second hand will shape a breeding ground for new restaurants, 
cafes, ice kiosks and other types of business related to maritime as 
shipping, fishing, clothing and more. 
 
The consortium partners may include additional areas and 
objectives. 
 
The actual activities leading to these results will be decided on by 
the Consortium partners during the application phase 

 

Project partnership: 
Please provide information about 
project partners (if applicable) 
already committed to the project. 

 

1. NVP Campus. A school for pupils who have left the primary 
school but not taken the decision of where to continue 
their education. 

2. EUCNVS. Vocational education center 
3. A couple of Volunteer associations 
4. The local associations within ships handicraft. 

The mentioned partners are all Danish 

 

Required partners : 
Please provide information about 
project partners that you would 
like to attract and involve in the 
project. 

 

Other representatives for harbours with a similar interest for 
“waking up” the authentic life and environment in their harbour. 

We hope for inspiring ideas, promising activities, innovative 
thoughts, hopeful objectives, ambitious visions and your active 
participation in the project development and the implementation 
of Maritime Drive Force 

 

Contact details: 
Please provide contact details of 
your organisation and relevant 
staff for contact 

Joergen Grubbe 
Holbaek Municipality 
jogru@holb.dk 
+45 72 36 34 51 
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